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FIME Receives GlobalPlatform Accreditation for Korean Laboratory 
 

FIME Korea to support chip and handset manufacturers in achieving 
GlobalPlatform certification  

 
10 February 2015 – Advanced testing provider, FIME, has achieved GlobalPlatform® laboratory 

accreditation in Korea, expanding its global network of laboratories approved by the association 

which standardises the management of applications on secure chip technology. FIME now has the 

ability to provide key actors in Korea with local laboratory services which confirm a secure chip 

product’s compliance to a portfolio of GlobalPlatform Specifications. 

 

“We have seen a particular rise in local market demand for GlobalPlatform testing services in Korea, 

with many mobile handset and chip manufacturers developing new technologies based on the 

industry body’s specifications,” comments Myung-Hwa Calais, Korea Country Manager at FIME.    

“By conveniently offering these laboratory services in close proximity to the manufacturers, 

alongside consultancy support if required, FIME Korea is enabling its customers to bring seamless 

card and mobile services to market effectively.” 

 

FIME is a Full Member of GlobalPlatform and invests in the association’s compliance programme to 

ensure it provides the market with the latest and most comprehensive offering of GlobalPlatform 

qualified test tools and laboratory services. FIME also has GlobalPlatform accredited laboratories in 

Asia and EMEA. 

 

Kevin Gillick, Executive Director at GlobalPlatform, comments: “It’s great to see FIME’s laboratory in 

Korea achieve this accreditation. The input and participation of testing providers like FIME in the 

GlobalPlatform Compliance Program is essential for the delivery of stable, consistent and verifiable 

products. Now that FIME’s Korean laboratory has the capability to offer GlobalPlatform 

certifications, local companies can easily access FIME’s services and be sure that their GlobalPlatform 

products will perform as expected once live in the market.” 

 

Visit the website to learn more about FIME’s accreditations or contact the Korea office for further 

information. 
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For further media information, please contact Rob Peryer or Laura Cavanagh at iseepr: 

rob@iseepr.co.uk  / laura@iseepr.co.uk on + 44 (0) 1943 468007 

 

About FIME  
 
FIME is a trusted provider of consulting services, certification and tools. It enables customers to bring 
seamless card and mobile transactions services to market effectively and confidently using secure 
chip or cloud-based solutions. 
  
Working with the payment, telecom, transit and identity sectors, FIME is an implementation services 
partner for customers using contact and contactless EMV, Near Field Communication (NFC), trusted 
service manager (TSM), trusted execution environment (TEE) and host card emulation (HCE) 
technologies. FIME supports customers from project initiation to completion by advising on technical 
requirements, consulting on industry regulations certification authority implementation and 
streamlining testing and certification activity. 
  
With 12 offices around the world, serving more than 3,000 clients in 13 languages, FIME’s customers 
benefit from a combination of global expertise and local knowledge through a single point of contact. 
FIME’s dedicated team uses its expertise to create and actively contribute to the advancement and 
simplification of certification processes.  Its service capacity also provides resource scalability to 
adapt to individual customer needs. 
  
FIME currently has operations across America (Canada and the United States), Asia (Japan, South 
Korea and Taiwan), Europe (France), India and the Middle East (Dubai). 
  
FIME partners with leading payment schemes and industry bodies to provide consultancy and 
certification services for: American Express, Calypso Networks Association, China UnionPay, 
Discover, eftpos, EMVCo, EMV Migration Forum, First Data, Global Certification Forum (GCF), 
GlobalPlatform, GSMA, Interac, JCB, MasterCard, Network for Electronic Transfers (NETS), NFC 
Forum, National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI), National Standard for Chip Card 
Specification (NSICC), OSCar Consortium, Softcard and Visa. 
 
www.fime.com | Twitter | LinkedIn 
 
 


